GEORGE THE THIRD
backed by the chief members of the Ministry. First Halifax and
Sandwich came to him to support Weymouth's candidature;
but again the King stated his reasons why he could not consider
the Viscount for such an important office; and the two Secretaries
of State [according to George's version] offered no further
comments. Then Grenville came on the scene.
I cooly ask'd him [wrote George in his memoranda] if He was
thoroughly acquainted with the Lord whose cause he so warmly
espous'd, He said no, I then gave him weighty reasons why that
Lord was not calculated for the office proposed, to which he gave
the most extraordinary reply, that ever was avow'd by a Man
who pretended to make the advantage of the State his only rule
of action that as the Duke of Bedford wish'd it, He must support it
Once again George had his temper well under control; but his
patience was now thoroughly exhausted; and he was determined
to get rid of Grenville and some of his colleagues as soon as the
Regency Bill was safely through Parliament.
George's illness had caused him considerable worry about the
future of his baby son. There existed no proper machinery for
a Regency during the minority of the sovereign; and George,
knowing how seriously ill he had been and fearing lest the baby
Prince would in the event of his death become a pawn in the
hand of factious parties, not unnaturally was eager to remedy
the defect. There is little doubt that during the greater part of
January, February and March 1765 the King had been far more
seriously indisposed than the country was allowed to know. He
was stricken down with sickness on January I2th: his doctor,
Sir William Duncan, diagnosed c a violent cold.' But it was a
malady more grievous than * a violent cold' which kept him
away from public business for such a length of time. The Court
was particularly secretive, but rumours began to leak out that
the King's mind was affected, and that at certain times he had
to be put under restraint. It is perhaps impossible accurately
to know the true nature of his illness in 1765: to-day it might
be called a * nervous breakdown,' a diagnosis which would cover
a variety of kinds of mental disorder.
Although the King appears to have made a complete recovery
he was still extremely nervous about his health, and lost no
time in making arrangements for meeting the contingency of
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